
DSB Zoom Committee meeting Weds 23 Sep 20 

Introduction about format of this meeting.  Please bear with me it’s a first for me, 

we will need to see how it goes if anyone needs to speak urgently please indicate 

by raising your hand so we don’t talk over each other. I will invite comments at 

the end of each point. 

If we run out of time I will message everyone on messenger with a new room 

joining code and password. 

 

Agenda; 

Apologies 

Minutes of the last meeting / Matters Arising 

Treasurer’s Report 

Secretary’s Report 

DBS/CRB Report 

Band Matters 

A Covid update, just in case there is any change.  Preparing to return to 

rehearsals. 

DSB Risk assessment is everyone happy with its development. 

MD’S  Projection / Expectations regarding music for the future. (This will be based 

on that at some near point the rules will allow us back to rehearsal).  

Storing music on the cloud. 

Financial status given we will have no income this year 

Open points we haven’t thought of. 

Any Other Business 

Date of next meeting  / Floating 

 



Apologies.  There were no apologies, unfortunately however,  M Buckton was 

unable to rejoin for the last 1/3 of the meeting due to internet issues. 

Members Present. M Kellett, S Miller, M, Buckton, M Miller, M Clarke, H Gledhill, 

L Gledhill, R Dawson, J, Clayton 

Minutes of the last meeting. 

The minutes of the last meeting were available for all to read and MK ran through 

them to highlight points. 

Matters arising. 

The Village Hall still requires a key for the percussion and music cupboard.  Light 

fitting is still needed upstairs. MK to speak to Sarah S 

Uniform requires old badges unpicking and new badges attaching JM offered to 

seek a professional quote for this work to be carried out.  SM suggested that dry 

cleaning of the uniforms could wait until nearer the time the uniforms were going 

to be needed. 

Burnby Hall. MK stated that he had received a positive response from Burnby Hall 

regarding DSB being accepted back onto their waiting list. This may not get us into 

the 2021 performances however, RD pointed out that with the uncertainty of 

other bands availability DSB could possibly be asked to play in 2021. 

Business Cards It was felt that there wasn’t an urgency to pursue this at the 

moment. 

Village Hall Rent. As our rent of the village had been kindly waived by the Village 

Hall due to lockdown, MK stated that Sarah and Sheila had informed him that we 

had only used 12 sessions from occupancy to Covid lockdown when rehearsals 

were cancelled.  Sarah and Sheila will inform us of our new due date for annual 

renewal. 

 

 

 

 



 

Treasurer’s Report. 

Current a/c £3579.75 
Reserve (Rent) a/c £6467.10 

Sub-Total £10046.85 

  

C.Stead a/c £2673.35 
Total £12720.20 

Paypal £41.60 

 

£2500 was transferred from Current Account to the Reserve Account to safe 

guard 2 years rental payment for Nafferton Village Hall 

Monies paid out: Woldtech* £204.35 (March to August), Ev-entz Crash Symbol 

£35 M1Web £91.95, P Kench (2 rehearsal expenses) £69, R Marshall (Masterclass) 

£50, R Dawson (Software) £40,  G Van Looy (Masterclass) £75, BBIS (Insurance) 

£322.28     Total £887.58 

*M Clark is going to contact Woldtech in respect of this payment as he felt it was 

unjust in the circumstances. 

 Monies Paid in: 

 Nil 

Secretary’s Report 

The Four bookings for 2021 were confirmed, though reservations held in case of 

changes in the Covid-19 situation:- 

5/6/2021   Camping & Caravanning Club- Driffield Showground 

27/6/2021  Filey Summer Concert 

3/9 2021  Burton Constable 

13/12/2021 Bridlington Lions 

Enquiries had also been received from the Caravan and Motorhome Club for an 

afternoon concert at the Driffield Showground on Sunday 29th August.  It was 



agreed that this would provide us with a sound opportunity to give a proposed 

new programme a relatively informal ‘run-though’ prior to the Burton Constable 

Concert.  T Sugdon is in contact with the organiser, and will update us with 

confirmation(or otherwise) in due course. 

Simon is keen to accept whatever bookings are coming through the door for next 

year even if we need to engage extra players to make sure we can meet the 

commitments.  This will allow the band to at least build lost funds up. 

DBS MC asked should he continue with DBS work, as it is anticipated that in the 

near future, the band was hoping to attract new players. A vote of ‘yes this should 

continue’ was made. 

AOB 

HG reminded the committee that she had recently received a Temperature Gun. 

Temperature Checks would commence at the next rehearsal.  LG was asked if he 

would assist with carrying out this check. 

MD’s Projection/Expectations. The MD felt that he would continue to work from 

the Hymn books initially and then in a couple of weeks, once he can gauge the 

attendance, he would consider moving towards adding pieces.  The MD said that 

he would be juggling how the room was set up, this would ensure social 

distancing and if he set the band up more towards the upstairs and table chair 

store, this would leave room at the entrance to the Hall for late comers.  

Storing Music on the Cloud.  MK and the MD have been discussing the possibility 

of uploading music to the cloud.  RD said that he has been involved doing this and 

that it was labour intensive towards 2 hours to scan all the parts and the score.  

RD suggested that it may be possible to approach other people that had scores 

and parts pre scanned and ask them if they could share them with DSB.  

Copywrite was mentioned and it was noted that uploading someone else’s parts 

to a cloud should not breach copywrite providing we did own an original set, this 

would be the equivalent of uploading our own copy.  RD told the meeting that 

students taking ABRSM exams can use copies that they can stick together, write 

all over etc, providing they owned the original.  MK asked the members if they 

would have a think about the possibility of storing music in the cloud and bring 

those possibilities to the next meeting. 



 

Date of the next meeting.  MK proposed that we don’t fix a date for the next 

meeting immediately as he was hoping to be able to hold a meeting in the village 

hall prior to rehearsal, this would need to be researched to make sure we would 

still be covered under the village hall umbrella.    

 

 

 

 


